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Figure 1.  Example of a device with 6 TRIMO elements. The coin (1 
cent of €) illustrates the very small size of the TRIMO elements.
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Abstract—We present the first steps executed to space qualify an 
assembly technique for miniaturized optical components that 
already demonstrated its maturity for the ground segment. Two 
different types of demonstrators have been manufactured and 
submitted to various tests: endurance demonstrators placed in 
simulated environment reproducing strong space environmental 
constraints that may potentially destroy the devices under test, 
and a functional demonstrator put in operational conditions as 
typically found in a satellite environment. The technology, the 
realized demonstrators and the results of the tests are reported.  

Assembly; micro-optics; SMD; TRIMO; active alignment; laser 
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I.  INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing demand for the realization of com-
pact, reliable, cost effective and highly stable optical systems 
for dedicated space applications in interferometers, spectrome-
ters, laser sources, atomic and optical clocks to name a few. 
Although important efforts of compactness have already been 
made in some developments [1], further miniaturization is gen-
erally desirable to address the severe requirements in terms of 
mass and volume for space deployment. Here we report on first 
efforts realized to test and transfer to space environment a well 
proven robot-driven assembly technique of micro-optical sys-
tems used in prototyping and series production, in the perspec-
tive of applying it in spatial instrumentation.  

II. ASSEMBLY TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

The TRIMO-SMD technique (Three Dimensional Miniatu-
rized Optical Surface Mounted Device) initiated by Hexagon 
Technology Center GmbH [2] is a mature packaging technolo-
gy for systems where small optical components must be active-
ly positioned to achieve highly accurate alignment (see Fig. 1).  

In a preliminary step, the optical components are mounted 
individually (glued, clamped or soldered) at abutment with 
reduced tolerances in relatively simple metal holders. Then, the 
optical components in holders are actively aligned using a 
high-precision manipulator with 6 degrees of freedom. Upon 
completion of the alignment, all degrees of freedom are frozen 

at once by soldering the holder on a metal base plate with a 
solder material (see Fig. 2). In this way, compact and light-
weight optical systems of high complexity can be assembled.  

The holders are monolithic and can be machined easily ac-
cording to the size and shape of the optics. The solder consists 
of off-the-shelf washers resting on the base plate and inserted 
into the holder foot. The base plate is metallic (Arcap, Invar, 
steel, ...) and serves as basis to the whole assembly. The 
TRIMO technology requires specific coatings on both sides of 
the base plate and on the holders for insuring an adequate wet-
ting of the solder. Typical uncertainties (1 ) on final alignment 
after soldering assembly are < 0.5 μm in translation and 
< 0.2 mrad in rotation. 

III. DEMONSTRATORS FOR SPACE QUALIFICATION

In terms of technology readiness level (TRL) maturity, the 
TRIMO-SMD technology with metal holders and base plates 
was considered to be at TRL3. To push forward the readiness 
level, two complementary demonstrators have been designed, 
manufactured and submitted to space qualification tests.  

A. Description of demonstrators
The first type of device, named endurance demonstrator

(ED), was designed to be subjected to strong space constraints, 
including large temperature ranges and launch simulating vi-
brations, potentially destructive for the device, and to measure 
its survival ability. The production cost was specified low to 
ensure that several copies could be manufactured in view of the 
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Figure 4.  Pictures of a realized endurance demonstrator. (Left) Complete
device where two reference block mirrors surround the TRIMO holder
carrying the test mirror. (Right) Enlarged view of the TRIMO holder mirror;
the slit structure on the base plate is designed to limit the thermal dissipation.
The holder inclusive the optics is a lightweight component (holder: 150 mg;
mirror: 40 mg) imposing barely any constrains to the base plate.Figure 3.  Sketch of the functional demonstrator. 

Figure 2.  Assembly principle for the TRIMO-SMD technology. See text 
for a detailed description. 

various environmental tests, to ensure representativeness (sta-
tistics) and to serve to evaluate the assembly procedure. The 
device consists of a small mirror fixed to a TRIMO holder 
which is then placed between two passively aligned reference 
elements (block mirrors) strongly attached to the base plate. 
The single actively aligned TRIMO element is based on a 
proven design already applied previously to develop and test 
the technology.  

The so-called functional demonstrator (FD) device aimed at 
showing the capability of a relatively complex device based on 
several TRIMO elements and representing a function to operate 
in a characteristic space environment, like under vacuum and 
limited temperature variations, but not under survival condi-
tions. The instrument had to offer the possibility to evaluate 
rotational misalignments, a very sensitive parameter for some 
spatial instruments like spectrometers. The FD is built around a 
saturated absorption scheme, as typically implemented in an 
atomic Rubidium (Rb) clock to frequency stabilize a semicon-
ductor laser, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The light from a laser is 
transmitted to the demonstrator through an optical fiber and 
collimated at the demonstrator entrance by a collimator. The 
beam is then divided by a beamsplitter. While the unused re-
flected portion is blocked, the transmitted part (pump beam) 
passes through a cell containing Rb 87 vapour. A mirror placed 
after the cell returns the beam back into the cell (probe beam) 
where it interacts once again with the atoms. The laser light is 
reflected by the beamsplitter onto a photo-detector. Both the 
collimator and the cell mirror are attached to TRIMO holders. 

For overlapping pump and probe beams, when the laser 
frequency sweeps an Rb resonance, narrow sub-Doppler reson-

ances features (dips) appear in addition to the Doppler-
broadened resonance. The linewidth of the Doppler-broadened 
resonances and sub-Doppler dips is about 600 MHz and 
30 MHz (FWHM), respectively. The dip features hold informa-
tion on the positioning of the optical elements controlling the 
laser beam path, as their amplitude and wavelength depend on 
the superposition geometry of the beams. 

To insure that the results collected with the endurance 
demonstrator are also valid for the functional demonstrator, the 
base plate, holders and mirrors have comparable designs for 
both types of demonstrators. 

B. Realisation of demonstrators
Twelve EDs were first assembled. The fabrication process,

like the gluing method, could be tested with them and then 
applied to the manufacturing of four FDs. The EDs also served 
as perfect test samples to evaluate the variations of the TRIMO 
holder alignment occurring during the soldering process by 
measuring the transversal and angular misalignments after sol-
dering. By manufacturing several similar EDs in a row, the 
soldering process could also be optimized.  

1) Endurance demonstrator
Photographs of the ED device are shown in Fig. 4. The pre-

assembly operations consisted in fixing the mirror with some 
adhesive on its TRIMO holder and the two block mirrors on 
the ED base plate. Jigs were required for passive alignment of 
the components. After the pre-assembly, the alignment stability 
of the glued mirrors was tested thoroughly by measuring at 
different temperatures their angular displacements relatively to 
a fixed, not glued, large reference mirror using an autocollima-
tion theodolite.  

In addition to the manipulator for highly accurate position-
ing of the TRIMO holder, some measurements tools were 
added to the standard assembly setup to monitor the position of 
the holder during the active alignment and to measure the mis-
alignment resulting from the soldering. An autocollimation 
theodolite served for the angular alignment of the mirror 
TRIMO holder relatively to the block mirrors, within a resolu-
tion better than 5 μrad. A camera equipped with a microscope 
objective measured the transversal TRIMO holder misalign-
ment due to soldering with 0.1-μm precision.  

Defining Y and X as the axes in the base plate plane paral-
lel and perpendicular, respectively, to the beam propagation 
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Figure 5.  Realized functional demonstrator. The base plate dimensions are  
71 mm by 24 mm. See Figure 3 for the description of the components.

direction, Z at 90° to X and Y, H the rotation around Z and V 
as the rotation around the X axis, the measured uncertainties 
(1σ) on the alignment after soldering are 0.3 μm along the X 
axis, 0.4 μm along the Z axis after compensation of the shrin-
kage, 190 μrad and 60 μrad around the H and V rotation axes, 
respectively – error on Y could not be measured with this se-
tup. The larger contribution to the holder alignment budget 
comes from the soldering step. 

The thermal stability of the soldered TRIMO holder has 
been estimated with an autocollimation theodolite. The mirrors 
glued on their unsoldered TRIMO holders were placed succes-
sively in a small insulated enclosure equipped with an optical 
window. The device under test could be tempered using a Pel-
tier element. The test temperatures were 25°, 60°C, 25°C, 10°C 
and 25°C. A fixed large mirror served as reference. In average 
over 10 devices, the thermal stability of the mirror on its unsol-
dered TRIMO holder remained within an angle of 37 μrad 
(σ=28μrad). The measurements were repeated once the 
TRIMO holders were soldered on the base plates. The thermal 
stability lay then in an angle of 60 μrad (σ=36 μrad), yielding a 
thermal stability of 23 μrad for the soldered holder itself.  

2) Functional demonstrator
The pre-assembly operations for the functional demonstra-

tor consisted in setting up all the components which did not 
require any active alignment. The components were either 
mounted by screwing (clamping spring for the Rb cell, photo-
diode holder, light blocker holder, fiber pull stop) or glued 
(beamsplitter, light blockers, photodiode, glass block mirrors, 
cell mirror and collimator on TRIMO holder). An image of the 
assembled functional demonstrator is shown in Fig. 5. 

The fiber pigtail collimator (1.1 mrad full divergence) is an 
off-the-shelf component based on a gradient index lens. Some 
adhesives are applied for the fabrication of the pigtail collima-
tors. Depending on the collimator design and on the manufac-
turing process, the collimator beam pointing stability may vary 
as a function of temperature. As initial check, the misalignment 
not directly related to the TRIMO technology was tested. The 
measured collimator pointing stability between 10°C to 60°C 
was within an angle of 70 μrad (σ=29 μrad), a value consi-
dered as satisfactory for this collimator type. 

The collimator TRIMO holder was soldered on the base 
plate using the robot. The collimator was angularly aligned 
with an autocollimation theodolite. As reference, a large mirror 
was clamped on the front face of the base plate. The cell mirror 
was actively aligned in two successive steps. At first, the hold-

er was adjusted using an autocollimation theodolite considering 
the reflected signal of the backside cell mirror and the signal 
reflected from a large mirror clamped against the FD base plate 
front surface. Then, for the final alignment of the cell mirror, 
the beam from a laboratory-made laser head was injected into 
the pigtailed collimator. This laser head, described in more 
details in [3], contains a single-mode 780-nm DFB laser diode 
with narrow linewidth (< 4 MHz) and temperature stabilized 
to a few mK. A temperature-stabilized Rb cell is also imple-
mented in the laser head to serve as frequency reference; fre-
quency stabilities better than 10 kHz over 1 days are reached. 
By sweeping the laser frequency through the laser current, ab-
sorption spectra of the Rb vapor confined in the FD cell were 
obtained. The alignment merit was monitored by the shape of 
the fine features in the absorption spectrum (dips).  

IV. TEST DESCRIPTION

The steps followed for a first space validation of the 
TRIMO-SMD technology are tightly linked to the qualification 
process that any device built for space applications would have 
to go through. The EDs served to test the survival ability to the 
random vibrations endured during a launch for a space mission 
(breakage and performance reduction), the survival ability to 
high thermal constraints with specific focus on the soldering of 
the optical element and to execute a peeling test to investigate 
the material stability. One of the FDs was used to assess opera-
tion in high-vacuum constraint, and sensitivity to temperature. 
Description and test results for each demonstrator type follow.  

A. Endurance demonstrator tests
Among the EDs, one has undergone all tests, some other

combinations of tests or only a single test to allow its assess-
ment. One sample has undergone only the transport to the test 
location and another no test at all to evaluate possible deteri-
orations due to natural aging of materials.  

The launch vibration tests followed strict standard proce-
dures as given by ESA standards (ECSS-E-10-03A). Based on 
the weight of the device under test and the type of launcher, a 
vibration power spectral density was determined – flat 
0.74 G²/Hz between 100 Hz and 300 Hz, for an RMS accelera-
tion at the basement of about 24 G (240 m/s²) – and this vibra-
tion profile was applied to the device along three coordinated 
axes during 150 seconds per each axis.  

For the aging by temperature cycling tests, the temperature 
range extended between -30°C and 80 C, limited by the ther-
mal vacuum chamber (TVC) lower reachable temperature, and 
the maximal temperature where no degradation of the optical 
component could occur, respectively. This temperature range is 
already interesting for many earth observation, GNSS and tele-
communication satellites. The accelerated aging through ther-
mal cycling tests has been executed in a small TVC at an aver-
age pressure of 0.02 mbar. The total number of executed cycles 
were 33 cycles between -20 and +75°C for a first test leg 1 (test 
T1) and 111 cycles between -30 and +80°C for a second test 
leg (test T2). The cycle duration was set to 1h30’ to reach sta-
ble high and low temperatures. 

Peeling tests have been executed after the environmental 
testing in order to investigate potential pollution risk from the 
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TRIMO elements and their soldering due to exposure to harsh 
environment. The reference standard procedure for the peeling 
test is reported in ESA standards documentation (ECSS-Q-ST-
70-13C). Slight deviations from the standard procedure were
needed due to the very small size of the TRIMO samples.

Before the execution of the environmental tests, the relative 
angular positions between (T-R1) and (T-R2) of the mirrors 
have been measured, where T, R1 and R2 stand for the TRIMO 
mirror, reference mirrors 1 and 2, respectively. After the envi-
ronmental tests, the relative angular position (T’-R1) and (T’-
R2) of the mirrors have been re-measured again. The stability 
of the reference mirrors was measured during the pre-assembly 
operations; therefore the maximum mirror gluing stability con-
tribution to the TRIMO holder error was known and can be 
considered in the measurement result interpretation.  

B. Functional demonstrator tests
Thermal sensitivity tests were performed to determine the

de-alignment susceptibility of the TRIMO holders to tempera-
ture based on the fact that the central frequency of a sub-
Doppler dip in a Rubidium spectrum depends on the relative 
angle between the pump and probe beams. Change of this fre-
quency indicates de-alignment occurrence.  

The tests were conducted with the FD installed on the tem-
perature controlled base plate of a thermal vacuum chamber 
(TVC). The laser head deployed during the active alignment of 
the cell mirror acted as light source; it stayed outside the cham-
ber. The TVC base plate temperature was varied between 10°C 
and 60°C (a range slightly larger than the one a typical optical 
instrument operates) in 5°C increments, with sufficient time to 
allow thermalization of the FD. To study the behavior of the 
TRIMO technology under vacuum, the thermal sensitivity test 
was performed for three different pressures: atmospheric pres-
sure, medium vacuum (between 2·10-2 and 9·10-3 mbar) and 
high vacuum (between 1.7·10-6 and 7.7·10-6 mbar).  

In addition to the FD Rb cell absorption signal at each tem-
perature, two other signals were synchronously recorded: a 
signal linearly proportional to the current ramp and the sub-
Doppler absorption spectrum of the Rb cell equipping the laser 
head, which serves as reference spectrum. Variations of the 
difference between the frequency of a Doppler-free dip in the 
reference cell spectrum and the coinciding dip in the FD cell 
spectrum corresponds to frequency shift linked to angular shift 
in the FD, as the laser head temperature is well stabilized. 

V. RESULTS

A. Endurance demonstrator
The visual inspection of the samples has evidenced no visi-

ble changes after the execution of the random vibration tests 
along the three axes and nothing to report or highlight for all 
samples. Also, the visual inspection of the samples after the 
execution of aging by thermal cycling tests T1 and T2 has evi-
denced no visual changes and nothing to report or highlight. 
The visual inspection of the samples and the peeling tape after 
the execution of the peeling tests has evidenced nothing to re-
port or highlight. However, due to the combination of the pro-
cedure adopted, the size of the sample and the size of the tape, 

the tape used had the tendency to roll up at the sampling posi-
tion. In addition, the area of soldering in contact with the tape 
was limited. Therefore the contact between the soldering sur-
face and the tape has been performed and adjusted manually, 
but cannot be fully granted. 

The measured displacements after the environmental loads, 
averaged over the number of samples and over the axes of rota-
tion or axes of translation, are given in Table I.  

TABLE I.  ED MEASURED DISPLACEMENTS AFTER LOADS 

Load Displacement Average σ # samples 
Vibration Rotation [μrad] 11 53 4 
Vibration Translation[μm] 0 0.53 4 
Temperature T1 Rotation [μrad] 14 15 2 
Temperature T1 Translation [μm] 0.35 0.25 2 
Temperatures T1+T2 Rotation [μrad] 24 64 2 
Temperatures T1+T2 Translation [μm] 0.09 1.2 2 
Vibration and tem-
peratures T1+T2 Rotation [μrad] -14 272 1 

Vibration and tem-
peratures T1+T2 Translation [μm] -1 1 1 

Transportation and 
natural aging Rotation [μrad] -8 17 2 

Transportation and 
natural aging Translation [μm] -0.13 0.18 2 

See text for detailed description of the loads. 

All ED devices survived the tests; no catastrophic failures 
and displacements occurred to the EDs. The samples withstood 
relatively well the vibration load as well as the aging test T1. 
More critical is the aging test T2. One ED showed a behavior 
that could not be fully explainable: a very large Z-translation 
misalignment of -4.3 μm as a consequence of the vibration test. 
It has been removed from the σ computation. Measurements of 
the relative position of the reference block mirrors indicated 
that some of them suffered from misalignments during the en-
vironmental loads, what impaired on the TRIMO holder dis-
placement evaluation. For instance, disregarding one ED ob-
viously in this case among the four EDs initially considered in 
the rotation evaluation for the vibration load, the corresponding 
1σ value lowers from 53 μrad to 16.3 μrad.  

B. Functional demonstrator
The FD operated without incident during the whole test

campaign and data were always collected for all temperatures 
and pressures. Some spectra recorded at different temperatures 
are shown in Fig. 6. The resonance signal amplitude depends 
on the vapor density which on its turn depends on the tempera-
ture. Spectra above 50°C are saturated because the vapor densi-
ty is large enough to completely extinct the laser beam. The 
signals recorded for the three different pressures look quite 
much alike (not all shown here).  

The data of each spectrum and each cell (FD and laser 
head) were processed by fitting to precisely retrieve the fre-
quency shifts of the Doppler-free saturated absorption dips in 
the FD absorption spectrum as a function of temperature and 
pressure. Each absorption spectrum consists of the sum of a 
linear slope, a Gaussian-like bell curve, and several Lorentzian-
like dips. The linear slope corresponds to the increase in laser 
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Figure 6.  Spectroscopic absorption signals for the functional 
demontrator recorded for different temperature of the device under high 
vacuum conditions (<7.7·10-6 mbar).  

Figure 7.  Frequency shift of the middle dip in fonction of the device 
temperature with respect to the reference frequency from the stable laser 
head. The errors are ±120 kHz, ±100 kHz and ±300 kHz for temperatures 
below 20°C, between 20 and 45°C, and from 50°C and above, respectively. 

power related to the laser current modulation; the Gaussian 
curve is actually the Doppler-broadened absorption spectrum 
of Rb, and the Lorentzian dips are the signature of the Doppler-
free saturated absorption. 

The frequency shift of the middle dip as a function of the 
device temperature is presented in Fig. 7. The colors refer to 
the pressure inside the TVC. From 50 C and above, the disper-
sion of the results becomes larger because the precision of the 
fit degrades when the absorption spectra are saturated or near 
to saturation. At low temperature, the amplitude of the FD sig-
nal is smaller, what also increases the uncertainty of the fit and, 
consequently, the imprecision on the frequency of the dip cen-
ter. Other sources of uncertainties on the frequency shift in-
clude the measurement instrumentation and the laser stability, 
yet their influence (<± 10 kHz each) is clearly smaller than the 
fit-induced error (from ±80 kHz up to ~±300 kHz depending 
on the temperature). From the obtained results, no clear depen-
dency on temperature or pressure can be inferred for the fre-
quency shift of the dip; it is hidden in the error range. Similar 
results and observations are valid for the two other detected 
sub-Doppler features. 

Measurements realized in the past showed a dependency of 
about 50 kHz per mrad of change of angle between the pump 
and probe beams. Assuming this value is also applicable here 
and considering that the angle between the two beams is twice 
the mirror rotation angle, the mirror angular alignment is main-
tained within 2 mrad for temperatures between 20°C and 45°C. 
More precise values for the temperature (or pressure) depen-
dant angular shift of the TRIMO holder could be achieved by 
using more sophisticated measurement methods (like hetero-
dyne detection of frequency-locked lasers) or instrumentation 
(frequency-stabilized optical comb).  

CONCLUSION 
In this study, the optical assembly TRIMO technology has 

been evaluated in view of deployment in the spatial domain. 
Two types of devices were assembled and set in typical space 
environments like launch and instrumental operational condi-
tions. No dysfunction of the demonstrators was detected. They 
ran with high stability despite the sometimes hard operational 
constrains. All tests (including vibration, extreme temperature 
range, high vacuum, pilling) were successfully passed and no 

show-stopper for use of the technology in space could be de-
tected so far. Results indicate that misalignments due to the 
applied environmental loads are usually smaller than the sol-
dering accuracy which, globally, represents the larger contribu-
tor to the alignment uncertainty. Improving further the dis-
placement evaluation approach would lower the error on the 
alignment retrieval, presently based on glued reference block 
mirrors.   

The achieved results augur well for the development of 
compact, reliable, ruggedized TRIMO-based space-qualified 
instruments and further spreading of the technology for on-
ground applications. Envisaged next steps for the technology 
concern additional tests for full space qualification (like ex-
tended micro-vibration evaluation, radiation or deeper harsh 
environment testing), and developments of subsystems for 
space-based instrumentation, e.g., laser transmitter or miniatu-
rized laser frequency stabilization setup [4].  
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